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Dear Paul

 

Thank you for taking the time to submit on the draft Tasman Walking and Cycling Strategy. Council received 244 submissions and 27
people spoke to Councillors at a hearing about their submission. The final Walking and Cycling Strategy was adopted by Council on 26
May 2022 and is now available on our website or at your local Council office.

 

The feedback we received on the draft Strategy was largely positive, with approximately 80% of submitters supporting the key elements of
the proposal, including the creation of separated cycleways and slow speed residential neighbourhoods.

 

The following key themes came through in the submissions that the Council received:

 

Loss of parking spaces in favour of cycleways

 

Overall, 79% of submitters supported this action. While some submissions expressed concern about reallocating road space from parking
to cycleways, the weight of positive feedback and the safety benefits to be gained for those wanting to bike meant that Council decided to
retain this action.

 

In a few places, such as Māpua and Murchison, the planned cycleways were changed to accommodate community feedback around local
priorities and preferences.

 

How to better service smaller settlements and rural areas

 

Staff received several submissions about the need to provide better cycle facilities in rural communities, and between settlements. This
feedback was taken on board and now rural pinch points will be looked at as part of the short-medium term actions and the Strategy will be
reviewed in six years with a focus on how to better incorporate rural areas.

 

Changes to the key principles

 

The key feedback that staff received about the principles and policies indicated a desire to increase the Strategy’s focus on climate change
and the urgency to lower our transport emissions through mode shift.  As a result, an additional principle was added to stress the
importance of direct and connected cycle routes, and the wording of the Strategy was changed to highlight the emissions-reduction goals of
the plan.

 

The targets
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While some submissions suggested less ambitious mode shift targets and some even wanted higher targets to be achieved sooner, many
submissions approved of the 60% walking and cycling to work and school by 2050 target.  Council chose to retain the original 60% target
because this aligns directly with national advice on the amount of change required to attain our transport national emissions reduction
targets. While a higher target of 80% would do more to reduce emissions, this amount of change may be unachievable.

 

After hearing submissions and deliberating, the Council decided to make several minor changes to the draft Strategy to address concerns
that were raised by the community and Councillors. Some of these changes include:

 

·           a proposed separated cycleway has been changed into a shared path in Murchison;

·           the slow speed town centre zone in Māpua now extends past Java Hut café;

·           the proposed shared path in Collingwood now extends to Poplar Lane from the end of Collingwood Quay;

·           the strategy now prioritises working with Waka Kotahi to improve hazardous spots on the rural routes into Tākaka from nearby
settlements;

·           the document now emphasises more clearly that a key purpose of the Walking and Cycling Strategy is to reduce carbon
emissions to help prevent impacts of climate change;

·           key locations for pedestrian safety improvements are now included on the maps, in addition to the location of proposed
separated cycleways; and

·           the Strategy now says clearly that any proposed routes that cross private land will be subject to negotiation with the landowner.

 

Tasman District Council thanks you again for taking the time and effort to submit on this important Strategy. Your feedback is appreciated.

 

Kind regards

 

Dwayne Fletcher

Group Manager - Service and Strategy

 

   
Tara Fifield
Kaiawhina Whakahaere | Executive Assistant ‑ Service & Strategy
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Private Bag 4, Richmond 7050, NZ 
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